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SBL INFOTECH UK, being located in the heart of London, enables SBL to deliver its services to the
European clients more efficiently and quickly. SBLâ€˜s software division houses experts who help other
enterprises expand their businesses by delivering software solutions that are capable of performing
across multiple platforms and infrastructures. Cost-effectiveness and strong delivery capabilities in
Agile and Scrum Methodologies are at the focus of our Application Development and Maintenance
Strategy. Our matured Application Development Process encompasses all the phases of SDLC,
starting from translating business needs into project requirements through implementation and post-
production user support.

SBL UK offers software solutions which include an array of services in Software Testing, Custom
Application, Web Application, Embedded System Application and Mobile Application Development.
Expert and experienced professionals coupled with innovative technology enhances the functioning
of SBL in the global business landscapes.

Our Software testing services include Functional testing, Performance Stress testing , Security
Testing, Usability Testing, Globalization and Localization Testing,  Configuration, Compatibility &
Conformance Testing, Installation testing, Regression Testing, Beta testing, Third party validation
and Acceptance testing. The testing services ensure the software applications to be completely
error-free before it reaches the client.

Custom Business Application development are tailored or customized to suit the clientâ€™s business
requirements.  Specially designed for the client, Custom Business Application helps the business to
achieve higher flexibility and makes it more dynamic. Usage of custom web applications also helps
the client to make their products unique compared to the products derived from other web
applications. The advantages of customized business solution also include the ease of incorporating
new modules and functions in a later stage. We follow well-defined steps for every stage in the
Custom Application Development cycle.

In the modern business scenario, web applications are very dynamic and quite different from the old
applications which used to carry static pages. User-friendliness is the highlight of modern web
application and this has given a boost to web application development.

Embedded System is a dexterous combination of software and hardware designed for a specific
purpose and controls the device in which it resides. The prospective hosts of embedded system
include automobiles, industrial machines, cameras, household appliances, airplanes, medical
equipments as well as cell phones.

Mobile application development: The growing demand for advanced next-generation technology has
brought forth the development of a rapidly growing mobile market. The present generation requires
smarter mobile applications which are more flexible, reliable, secure which can be easily integrated
with other applications and having more processing power. SBL has all the essential tools and
resources develop mobile applications quickly and cost-effectively.

Technology, manpower and smarter solutions - SBL INFOTECH UK Ltd is all equipped to face the
challenges of the new generation, ever demanding business scenario.
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Kukku - About Author:
SBL INFOTECH in London serves our European clients through experienced resources meeting
their Geomatics and software requirements professionally from photogrammetry, GIS data collection
to LiDAR, Web applications, embedded to mobile application development.
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